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Distance-regular Subgraphs in a Distance-regular Graph, VI
AKIRA HIRAKI
In this paper we give a sufficient condition for the existence of a strongly closed subgraph which is
.cq C aq /-regular of diameter q containing a given pair of vertices at distance q in a distance-regular
graph. Moreover we show that a distance-regular graph with r D maxf j j .c j ; a j ; b j / D .c1; a1; b1/g,
bq−1 > bq and cqCr D 1 satisfies our sufficient condition.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be a distance-regular graph of valency k > 2, r D r.0/ VD maxfi j.ci ; ai ; bi / D
.1; a1; b1/g and 1 VD maxfi jci D 1g. Ivanov proved that 1  kr (See [4, Proposition 5.9.9]).
However no distance-regular graph with c2rC2 D 1 is known and there are only three known
examples of a distance-regular graph with c2rC1 D 1, namely the Ivanov–Ivanov–Faradjev
graph, the M22-graph and the dodecahedron. All of them have r D 1.
In [7], the author investigated a distance-regular graph with c2rC1 D 1 and placed the
following conjecture.
CONJECTURE. If 0 is a distance-regular graph with r  2, then 1  2r C N for some
constant N .
In the previous paper [10], we introduced the condition .C R/ and proved that it is a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a strongly closed subgraph of diameter rC1. Also
we have shown some kinds of distance-regular graphs satisfying .C R/. (See [9–11].) In
particular, a distance-regular graph with c2rC1 D 1 satisfies the condition .C R/, and in this
case the subgraph is the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry of diameter rC1 with valency
arC1C1. It is well known that the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry has diameter d D 2,
or valency k D 2. Hence the intersection number c2rC1 must not be 1 unless r C 1 D 2, or
arC1 C 1 D 2. This result gives us an affirmative answer to our conjecture except for the
remaining case arC1 D 1.
Our purpose is to settle this remaining case. In this paper, we generalize the argument we
introduced in the previous paper [10] and give a sufficient condition for the existence of a
strongly closed subgraph of diameter q containing a given pair of vertices at distance q. It is
known that a strongly closed subgraph of a distance-regular graph is also distance-regular if it
is regular.
Furthermore we show that this sufficient condition is satisfied if bq−1 > bq and cqCr D 1.
The main results of this paper are Theorems 1.1–1.3.
These results show that if 1 is at least 2rC3 then a distance-regular graph0 contains certain
distance-regular graph 1 as a strongly closed subgraph.
So the solution of our conjecture is reduced to the non-existence of such a distance-regular
graph 1. (See Section 4.)
In this paper we introduce the notion ‘conron of size q’ and the new conditions .SS/q and
.C R/q . The special case q D r C 1 has already been studied in [10]. In this paper, we study
the general case for the size q and show that these notions are closely related to the existence
of a strongly closed subgraph of the diameter q.
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We have already obtained a lot of good results by using this method. We can obtain the
information of the parameters of the original graph from those of strongly closed subgraphs.
The method introduced in this paper would be the first step of a structure theory of distance-
regular graphs.
First we recall the notation and terminologies.
Let 0 be a connected undirected finite simple graph. We identify 0 with the set of vertices.
Let u; v 2 0. A path of length m connecting u and v is a sequence of the vertices .u D
x0; x1; : : : ; xm D v/ such that each .xi ; xiC1/ is an edge of 0 and xi−1 6D xiC1 for any i . We
denote by @0.u; v/ the distance between u and v in 0, that is the length of a shortest path
connecting u and v in 0. We denote
d0 VD maxf@0.x; y/jx; y 2 0g
which is called the diameter of 0. Let
0 j .u/ VD fx 2 0 j @0.u; x/ D jg and k0.u/ VD j01.u/j:
0 is called a regular graph of valency k if k0.u/ D k for all vertices u 2 0.
For two vertices u and x in 0 with @0.u; x/ D j , let
C.u; x/ D C j .u; x/ VD 0 j−1.u/ \ 01.x/;
A.u; x/ D A j .u; x/ VD 0 j .u/ \ 01.x/
and
B.u; x/ D B j .u; x/ VD 0 jC1.u/ \ 01.x/:
0 is said to be distance-regular if
c j .0/ VD jC j .u; x/j; a j .0/ VD jA j .u; x/j and b j .0/ VD jB j .u; x/j
depend only on j D @0.u; x/ rather than individual vertices. It is clear that 0 is a regular
graph of valency k0 D b0.0/ if 0 is distance-regular.
Sometimes we omit the suffix when no confusion occurs. The numbers c j ; a j and b j are
called the intersection numbers of 0.
A circuit of length m is a sequence of distinct vertices .x0; x1; : : : ; xm−1/ such that .xi ; xiC1/
is an edge of 0 for all 0  i  m − 1, where xm D x0. A circuit of length m is called reduced
if m  4 and any proper subset of it does not form a circuit. A shortest reduced circuit is called
a minimal circuit. The numerical girth of 0, denoted by g, is the length of a minimal circuit.
The reader is referred to [1, 4] for a general theory of distance-regular graphs.
Let0 be a distance-regular graph of diameter d  2; w; x; y; z 2 0 and1  0. We identify
1 with the induced subgraph on it. Moreover we write
11.v/ D 01.v/ \1 and k1.v/ D j11.v/j for any v 2 1:
Let
S.x; y/ VD fyg [ C.x; y/ [ A.x; y/;
P.x; y/ VD fv 2 0j@0.x; v/C @0.v; y/ D @0.x; y/g
the set of all vertices on shortest paths connecting x and y, and
P.x;1/ VD
[
v21
P.x; v/:
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FIGURE 1. A root .w; x; y; z/ of size q.
FIGURE 2. A conron .x; y; z/ of size q.
For v 2 1, we say1 is strongly closed with respect to v if S.v; v0/  1 for any v0 2 1−fvg.
1 is called strongly closed if it is strongly closed with respect to v for all v 2 1.
Let q be a positive integer. A quadruple .w; x; y; z/ of vertices is called a root of size q if
@0.w; x/ D @0.y; z/ D q; y 2 S.x; w/ and z 2 S.w; x/. (See Figure 1.)
In other words, a root .w; x; y; z/ of size q is a configuration of vertices at the following
distances:
@0.w; x/ D @0.y; z/ D q; @0.w; y/  1; @0.x; z/  1;
@0.w; z/  q and @0.x; y/  q:
From the definition .x; w; z; y/; .y; z; w; x/ and .z; y; x; w/ are also roots of size q if
.w; x; y; z/ is a root of size q.
Next we introduce the important notion ‘conron’, which arises naturally in the construction
of strongly closed subgraphs. This configuration of vertices would be a key to make the
structure of a distance-regular graph clear.
A triple .x; y; z/ of vertices with @0.x; z/ D @0.y; z/ D q is called a conron of size q if
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there exist three sequences of vertices
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm D x/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym D y/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm D z/
such that @0.x0; y0/  1, .xi−1; zi−1; xi ; zi / and .yi−1; zi−1; yi ; zi / are roots of size q for all
1  i  m. We call these three sequences of vertices c-sequences. (See Figure 2.)
In these definitions, the vertices need not be different. For example, .x; z; x; z/ is a root of
size q and .x; x; z/ is a conron of size q if @0.x; z/ D q.
The conditions .SS/q , .C R/q and .SC/q are defined as follows
(SS)q : S.x; z/ D S.y; z/ for any triple of vertices .x; y; z/ with @0.x; z/ D @0.y; z/ D q and
@0.x; y/  1.
(CR)q : S.x; z/ D S.y; z/ for any conron .x; y; z/ of size q.
(SC)q : For any given pair of vertices at distance q, there exists a strongly closed subgraph of
the diameter q containing them.
We sketch the construction of strongly closed subgraphs. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph
with bq−1 > bq . Assume that .C R/q holds. Fix a pair of vertices .u; v/ in 0 at distance q.
For any x; y 2 0q.u/, we define the relation x  y if .x; y; u/ is a conron of size q. Then
this relation  becomes an equivalence relation on 0q.u/. Set 9 be the equivalence class
containing v under this equivalence relation . Define 1.u; v/ VD P.u; 9/ the subgraph
induced on all vertices lying on shortest paths between u and vertices in 9.
We will give a sufficient condition for 1.u; v/ to become a strongly closed subgraph of
diameter q which is .cq C aq/-regular.
The following are our main results.
THEOREM 1.1. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph and q be an integer with bq−1 > bq .
Suppose the following conditions holds:
(i) .SS/i holds for all 1  i < q,
(ii) .C R/q holds and 1.w; x/ D 1.y; z/ if .w; x; y; z/ is a root of size q.
Then for any pair of vertices .u; v/ in 0 at distance q,1.u; v/ is a strongly closed subgraph
of diameter q which is .cq C aq/-regular. In particular, .SC/q holds.
THEOREM 1.2. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph and q be an integer with bq−1 > bq and
cq D 1. Then .SC/q holds iff .C R/q holds.
THEOREM 1.3. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph with r D r.0/ and q be an integer. If
bq−1 > bq and cqCr D 1, then .C R/q and .SC/q hold.
2. STRONGLY CLOSED SUBGRAPHS
Our purpose in this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. Throughout this paper 0 denotes a
distance-regular graph with diameter d  2 and q be an integer with 1  q < d. First we
prove the following relations among the conditions .SS/q , .C R/q and .SC/q .
PROPOSITION 2.1.
(1) If .SC/q holds, then .C R/q holds.
(2) If .C R/q holds, then .SS/q holds.
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PROOF. (1) Let .x; y; z/ be a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm D x/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym D y/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm D z/:
Let 1 be a strongly closed subgraph of the diameter q containing x and z. Then zm−1; xm−1
2 S.x; z/ [ S.z; x/  1. Inductively, we have
zm−i ; xm−i 2 S.xm−iC1; zm−iC1/ [ S.zm−iC1; xm−iC1/  1 for all 1  i  m:
Whence y0 2 S.z0; x0/  1 and yi 2 S.zi−1; yi−1/  1 for all 1  i  m. Therefore we
have y 2 1 and
S.x; z/ D fzg [11.z/ D S.y; z/:
This proves our assertion.
(2) Let .x; y; z/ be a triple of vertices with @0.x; z/ D @0.y; z/ D q and @0.x; y/  1. Then
.x; y; z/ is a conron with c-sequences .x/; .y/ and .z/. The assertion is clear. 2
REMARK. For the case q D 1, the conditions .SS/1; .C R/1 and .SC/1 are equivalent. In
this case 0 has no induced subgraph K2;1;1.
For the rest of this section, fix an integer q with bq−1 > bq . We assume that .C R/q holds
and that all roots and conrons are of size q. So the size will be omitted.
LEMMA 2.2.
(1) Let .x; y; z/ be a conron and .y; z; y0; z0/ be a root. Then there exists x 0 2 S.z; x/ such
that .x; z; x 0; z0/ is a root and .x 0; y0; z0/ is a conron.
(2) For any x; y 2 0q.z/, define x  y iff .x; y; z/ is a conron. Then this is an equivalence
relation on 0q.z/.
PROOF. (1) Let .x; y; z/ be a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm D x/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym D y/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm D z/:
Since .C R/q holds, we have z0 2 S.y; z/ D S.x; z/ and thus @0.x; z0/ 2 fq − 1; qg. If
@0.x; z
0/ D q, then we can take x 2 S.z; x/ for x 0. If @0.x; z0/ D q − 1, then there exists
x 0 2 Bq−1.z0; x/− Bq.z; x/  S.z; x/ as bq−1 > bq . In either case, we have .x; z; x 0; z0/ is a
root. In particular, .x 0; y0; z0/ is a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm; x
0/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym; y0/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm; z0/:
The desired result is proved.
(2) Since reflexivity and symmetry are clear, it is sufficient to prove transitivity. Let .x; y; z/
and .y; w; z/ be conrons with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym/; .z0; z1; : : : ; zm/
and
.y00; y01; : : : ; y0t /; .w00; w01; : : : ; w0t /; .z00; z01; : : : ; z0t /;
respectively.
Since .x; y; z/ is a conron and .y; z; y0t−1; z0t−1/ is a root, there exists x 0t−1 2 S.z; x/ such that
.x; z; x 0t−1; z0t−1/ is a root and .x 0t−1; y0t−1; z0t−1/ is a conron from (1). Inductively, there exists
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x 0t−i 2 S.z0t−iC1; x 0t−iC1/ such that .x 0t−iC1; z0t−iC1; x 0t−i ; z0t−i / is a root and .x 0t−i ; y0t−i ; z0t−i /
is a conron for all 1  i  t . Then .x; w; z/ is a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm; x 0t−1; : : : ; x 00; x 00; x 01; : : : ; x 0t /;
.y0; y1; : : : ; ym; y0t−1; : : : ; y00; w00; w01; : : : ; w0t /
and
.z0; z1; : : : ; zm; z
0
t−1; : : : ; z00; z00; z01; : : : ; z0t /:
The lemma is proved. 2
DEFINITION 2.3. Take any u; v 2 0 at distance q. Let  be the equivalence relation
on 0q.u/ as in Lemma 2.2(2) and 9.u; v/ be the equivalence class containing v. Define
1.u; v/ VD P.u; 9.u; v//; the subgraph induced on the set of all vertices lying on shortest
paths between u and vertices in 9.u; v/.
Our main purpose of this section is to prove that the subgraph 1.u; v/ is a strongly closed
subgraph which is .cq C aq/-regular of the diameter q under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1.
LEMMA 2.4.
(1) S.u; z/  1.u; v/ for any z 2 9.u; v/.
(2) Let .w; x; y; z/ be a root. Then 9.y; z/  1.w; x/.
PROOF. (1) We have fzg [ C.u; z/  P.u; 9.u; v// D 1.u; v/. For any z0 2 A.u; z/,
.z; z0; u/ is a conron. Hence z0 2 9.u; v/  1.u; v/. The desired result follows.
(2) Take any z0 2 9.y; z/. As .z0; z; y/ is a conron, Lemma 2.2(1) implies that there exists
x 0 2 S.y; z0/ such that .x 0; w; z0; y/ is a root and .x 0; x; w/ is a conron. Thus x 0 2 9.w; x/
and z0 2 S.w; x 0/  1.w; x/ from (1). The lemma is proved. 2
LEMMA 2.5. Let u0 2 0 and .x0; x1; : : : ; xt / be a path of length t in 0 such that 1  t  q
and @0.u0; xi / D q − i for all 0  i  t .
(1) There exists a path .u0; u1; : : : ; ut / of length t such that .ui−1; xi−1; ui ; xi / is a root for
all 1  i  t .
(2) Assume t < q and .SS/i holds for any q − t  i < q. Then for any yt 2 A.u0; xt /,
there exists a conron .x0; y0; u0/ such that yt 2 P.u0; y0/.
PROOF. (1) We prove our assertion by induction on t . Since bq−1 > bq , there exists
u1 2 Bq−1.x1; u0/ − Bq.x0; u0/. Then .u0; x0; u1; x1/ is a root. If t D 1, then the desired
result follows. We assume t  2. From the triangle inequality on .u0; u1; x1; x jC1/ we have
@0.u1; x jC1/ D q − j for all 0  j  t − 1. Applying our inductive assumption to u1 and
.x1; x2; : : : ; xt /, there exists a path .u1; u2; : : : ; ut / of length t−1 such that .ui ; xi ; uiC1; xiC1/
is a root for all 1  i  t − 1. Hence .u0; u1; : : : ; ut / is a path as desired.
(2) Let .u0; u1; : : : ; ut / be a path as in (1). Note that @0.xt ; ut−i / D q − i for all 0  i  t .
Since @0.xt ; u0/ D @0.yt ; u0/ D q − t and @0.xt ; yt / D 1, S.xt ; u0/ D S.yt ; u0/ from our
assumption. So u1 2 B.xt ; u0/ D B.yt ; u0/. Inductively, we have @0.xt ; ui / D @0.yt ; ui / D
q − t C i and uiC1 2 B.xt ; ui / D B.yt ; ui / for all 0  i  t − 1. Hence .ut ; ut−1; : : : u0/
is a path of length t such that @0.yt ; ut−i / D q − i for all i . From (1), there exists a path
.yt ; yt−1; : : : ; y0/ of length t such that .yt−iC1; ut−iC1; yt−i ; ut−i / is a root for any i . Thus
.x0; y0; u0/ is a conron with c-sequences
.xt ; xt−1; : : : ; x0/; .yt ; yt−1; : : : ; y0/ and .ut ; ut−1; : : : ; u0/:
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Since
q D @0.u0; y0/  @0.u0; yt /C @0.yt ; y0/  .q − t/C t D q;
we have yt 2 P.u0; y0/. The lemma is proved. 2
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose .SS/i holds for all 1  i < q. Then the following hold.
(1) 1 VD 1.u; v/ is strongly closed with respect to u.
(2) S.v; u/ D 11.u/ [ fug and k1.u/ D cq C aq .
PROOF. (1) Take any x 2 1−fug. We show S.u; x/  1. The case @0.u; x/ D q is proved
in Lemma 2.4(1). So we may assume @0.u; x/ D q − t for some 1  t < q. Since x 2 1,
there exists x 0 2 9.u; v/ such that x 2 P.u; x 0/. It is obvious fxg [ C.u; x/  P.u; x 0/ 
P.u; 9.u; v// D 1. Let .x 0 D x0; x1; : : : ; xt D x/ be a shortest path connecting x 0 and x .
Then @0.u; xi / D q − i for all 0  i  t . For any y 2 A.u; x/, Lemma 2.5(2) implies that
there exists a conron .x 0; y0; u/ such that y 2 P.u; y0/. As x 0 2 9.u; v/, we have y0 2 9.u; v/
and thus y 2 1. Hence A.u; x/  1, and the desired result follows.
(2) For any w 2 11.u/, there exists v0 2 9.u; v/ such that w 2 P.u; v0/. Then .v0; v; u/ is
a conron and hence w 2 S.v0; u/ D S.v; u/. This implies 11.u/ [ fug  S.v; u/.
Conversely we show that S.v; u/  1.u; v/. Take any u0 2 S.v; u/. Let t VD @0.v; u0/ and
.v D v0; : : : ; vt D u0/ be a shortest path connecting v and u0. Since
q − j C 1  1C .t − j/  @0.u; vt /C @0.vt ; v j /
 @0.u; v j /
 @0.u; v0/− @0.v0; v j / D q − j;
we have @0.u; v j / 2 fq − j; q − j C 1g which implies v j 2 S.u; v j−1/ for all 1  j  t . As
v0 D v 2 1, we have v1 2 S.u; v0/  1 from (1). Inductively, we have vi 2 S.u; vi−1/  1
for all 1  i  t . Hence the desired result follows. 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Set 1 VD 1.u; v/ as in Definition 2.3.
Take any z 2 1 − fug. Let t VD @0.u; z/ and .u D u0; u1; : : : ; ut D z/ be a shortest
path connecting u and z. Since z 2 1, there exists w 2 9.u; v/ such that z 2 P.u; w/.
Then @0.w; ui / D q − i for 0  i  t . From Lemma 2.5(1), there exists a path .w D
w0; w1; : : : ; wt / of length t such that .wi−1; ui−1; wi ; ui / is a root for all 1  i  t . Then
1 D 1.u0; w0/ D 1.u1; w1/ D    D 1.ut ; wt /
from our assumption. Hence 1 D 1.ut ; wt / is strongly closed with respect to ut D z and
k1.z/ D cq Caq from Lemma 2.6. It is clear that the diameter of1 is equal to q. The theorem
is proved. 2
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose two conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then 1.x; y/ D 1.u; v/
for any x; y 2 1.u; v/ with @0.x; y/ D q.
PROOF. We prove the assertion by induction on h D @0.u; x/. The case u D x is clear as
9.x; y/ D 9.u; v/. Assume h  1. Let1 VD 1.u; v/ and x 0 2 C.u; x/  1. Since d1 D q,
we have x 0 2 S.y; x/. Then there exists y0 2 S.x; y/  1 such that .x; y; x 0; y0/ is a root
from the proof of Lemma 2.2(1). Thus
1.x; y/ D 1.x 0; y0/ D 1
from the condition (ii) and our inductive hypothesis. The assertion is proved. 2
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 1.2–1.3
Our purpose in this section is to prove Theorems 1.2–1.3. First we give a sufficient condition
for .C R/q .
Let 0 be a distance-regular graph without induced subgraph K2;1;1. It is well known that
g D

2r C 2 if crC1  2;
2r C 3 if crC1 D 1;
where r D r.0/ VD maxfi j.ci ; bi / D .c1; b1/g.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let r D r.0/. Assume d  q C r .
(1) If g D 2r C 3 and the following conditions (a), (b) hold, then .C R/q holds.
(2) If g D 2r C 2 and the following conditions (a), (b0) hold, then .C R/q holds.
(a) Let ; ; γ;  2 0 with @0.; γ / D @0.; γ / D q; @0.; /  1 and @0.γ; / D r .
Then @0.; / D q C r implies @0.; / D q C r .
(b) Let .; ; γ; / be a root with  6D  and . D 0; 1; : : : ; r ; rC1; r ; : : : ; 0 D
/ be a minimal circuit. Then @0.; r / D q C r implies @0.γ; r / D q C r .
(b0) Let .; ; γ; / be a root with  6D  and . D 0; 1; : : : ; r ; r ; : : : ; 0 D / be
a minimal circuit. Then @0.; r / D q C r implies @0.γ; r / D q C r .
LEMMA 3.2. Let .x; y; z/ be a conron and w 2 0r .z/.
(1) If g D 2r C 3 and the conditions (a), (b) of Proposition 3.1 hold, then @0.x; w/ D q C r
implies @0.y; w/ D q C r .
(2) If g D 2r C2 and the conditions (a), (b0) of Proposition 3.1 hold, then @0.x; w/ D qC r
implies @0.y; w/ D q C r .
PROOF. We prove our assertion by induction on the length m of c-sequences of conrons.
Let .x; y; z/ be a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm D x/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym D y/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm D z/:
If m D 0, then the assertion follows from condition (a). Assume m  1. Then .x 0; y0; z0/ VD
.xm−1; ym−1; zm−1/ is a conron with c-sequences
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm−1/; .y0; y1; : : : ; ym−1/ and .z0; z1; : : : ; zm−1/:
From the inductive assumption, @0.x 0; w0/ D q C r implies @0.y0; w0/ D q C r for any
w0 2 0r .z0/. Assume @0.x; w/ D q C r . We have @0.z0; w/ 2 fr; r C 1g since
r D .q C r/− q  @0.x; w/− @0.x; z0/
 @0.w; z0/
 @0.w; z/C @0.z; z0/  r C 1:
Case 1. @0.z0; w/ D r . The above inequality implies @0.x; z0/ D q. Applying condition
(a) to .x; x 0; z0; w/ we have @0.x 0; w/ D q C r . Then @0.y0; w/ D q C r from our inductive
assumption. Note @0.y0; z/ D q from the triangle inequality on .z; w; y0/. Then we have
@0.y; w/ D q C r by applying condition (a) to .y0; y; z; w/.
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Case 2. @0.z0; w/ D r C 1. Let .z D w0; : : : ; wr D w/ be the unique shortest path
connecting z and w. First we treat the case g D 2r C 3. Take urC1 2 ArC1.z0; w/− Ar .z; w/
and let .z0 D u0; u1; : : : ; urC1/ be the unique shortest path connecting z0 and urC1. Then
.w0; w1; : : : ; wr ; urC1; ur ; : : : ; u0/ is a minimal circuit. Since .x; z; x 0; z0/ is a root with
z 6D z0 and @0.x; wr / D q C r , we have @0.x 0; ur / D q C r from condition (b). Then we have
@0.y0; ur / D q C r from the inductive assumption. As .y0; z0; y; z/ is a root with z 6D z0, we
obtain @0.y; wr / D q C r from condition (b). The desired result follows.
For the case g D 2r C 2, take ur 2 CrC1.z0; w/−Cr .z; w/ and let .z0 D u0; u1; : : : ; ur / be
the unique shortest path connecting z0 and ur . Then .w0; w1; : : : ; wr ; ur ; : : : ; u0/ is a minimal
circuit. The rest of the proof is the same as the previous one using condition (b0) instead of
(b). The lemma is proved. 2
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. Let .x; y; z/ be a conron. Take any w1 2 B.x; z/ and let
wi 2 B.x; wi−1/ for all 2  i  r . Then @0.x; wr / D q C r and @0.z; wr / D r . Lemma 3.2
implies @0.y; wr / D q C r . Hence we have @0.y; w1/ D q C 1 from the triangle inequality
on .y; z; w1; wr /. This implies B.x; z/  B.y; z/. By symmetry we have B.x; z/ D B.y; z/,
and thus S.x; z/ D S.y; z/. The proposition is proved. 2
To prove our theorems we recall some basic properties.
LEMMA 3.3. Let s; t be positive integers and w; x; y; z 2 0 with @0.x; z/ D @0.y; z/ D t ,
@0.w; z/ D s and @0.x; y/  1. Then the following holds.
(1) If ctC1 D ct , then B.x; z/ D B.y; z/ and S.x; z/ D S.y; z/.
(2) Suppose ctCs D ct . Then @0.x; w/ D t C s implies @0.y; w/ D t C s.
(3) Let p 2 0t .x/. If ctC1 D ct−1, then B.x; p/ \ C.y; p/ D ;.
PROOF. (1) If there exists v 2 B.x; z/− B.y; z/, then @0.x; y/ D 1 and Ct .y; v/ [ fzg 
CtC1.x; v/ contradicting ct D ctC1. The second assertion follows from the first.
(2) Let .z D w0; : : : ; ws D w/ be a shortest path connecting z and w. From (1), w1 2
B.x; w0/ D B.y; w0/ and @0.x; w1/ D @0.y; w1/ D t C 1. Inductively, we have wi 2
B.x; wi−1/ D B.y; wi−1/ and @0.x; wi / D @0.y; wi / D t C i for all 1  i  s.
(3) If @0.y; p/ D @0.x; p/, then B.y; p/ D B.x; p/ from (1). If @0.y; p/ 6D @0.x; p/, then
C.y; p/ D C.x; p/ as ct−1 D ct D ctC1. The desired result follows. 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. .SC/q ) .C R/q : this is proved in Proposition 2.1(1).
.C R/q ) .SC/q : Lemma 3.3(1) asserts that .SS/i holds for all 1  i < q. Let .w; x; y; z/
be a root of size q. It is sufficient to show that 1.w; x/ D 1.y; z/.
Suppose 1.y; z/ 6 1.w; x/ to derive a contradiction. We take a vertex p that has the
maximal distance from y among 1.y; z/ − 1.w; x/. Then we have p 62 9.y; z/ since
9.y; z/  1.w; x/ from Lemma 2.4(2). Hence there exists z0 2 9.y; z/ such that p 2
P.y; z0/. Take p0 2 C.z0; p/  B.y; p/. Then p0 2 P.y; z0/  1.y; z/ and thus p0 2
1.w; x/ from the maximality of @0.y; p/. Since @0.y; p/ < q and cq D 1, B.y; p/ \
C.w; p/ D ; from Lemma 3.3(3). This implies p0 2 A.w; p/ [ B.w; p/ and thus p 2
A.w; p0/[C.w; p0/  S.w; p0/. From Lemma 2.6(1),1.w; x/ is strongly closed with respect
tow. Hence p 2 S.w; p0/  1.w; x/. This is a contradiction. Therefore1.y; z/  1.w; x/.
By symmetry, we have 1.w; x/ D 1.y; z/. The desired result is a direct consequence of
Theorem 1.1. 2
Next we prove Theorem 1.3. For the cases r D 1 and q D r C 1 are proved in [8] and
[10], respectively. So we may assume that r  2 and q  r C 2. Suppose cqCr D 1. Then
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0 contains the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry of diameter r C 1  3 with valency
arC1 C 1 since c2rC1 D 1. (See [7, 10].) Hence we may assume that a1 D 0 and arC1 D 1
because the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry which has diameter greater than 2 is a
.2r C 3/-gon. In this case 0 has the numerical girth g D 2r C 3.
LEMMA 3.4. Assume a1 D 0 and c2rC1 D 1. Let u 2 0 and .x0; : : : ; xr ; yrC1; yr ; : : : ; y0/
be a minimal circuit.
(1) If @0.u; x0/ D @0.u; y0/ D r C 1 and @0.u; xr / D 2r C 1, then @0.u; yr / D 2r C 1.
(2) Let s be an integer with s  r C 1 and csCr D 1. If @0.u; x0/ D @0.u; y0/ D s and
@0.u; xr / D s C r , then @0.u; yr / D s C r .
PROOF. (1) Since C2rC1.u; xr / D fxr−1g, we have @0.u; yrC1/  2r C1. Then there exists
an integer t with 0  t  r C 1 such that @0.u; yi / D r C i C 1 for all 0  i  t and
@0.u; yi / D r C i for all t < i  r C 1. To prove the assertion, it is enough to show t  r .
Assume t  r − 1 to derive a contradiction. Let fvg D C.x0; u/. Then v 2 C.xr ; u/ and
@0.v; xr / D 2r . Also @0.u; y0/ D @0.v; y0/ D r C 1.
If t D 0, then we have y1 2 A.u; y0/− fx0g  A.v; y0/ from Lemma 3.3(1). This implies
@0.v; y1/ D @0.u; y1/ D r C 1.
If t  1, then we have @0.v; yt−1/ D @0.u; yt−1/ D r C t and @0.v; yt / D @0.u; yt / D
r C t C 1 from Lemma 3.3(2). Since fyt−1g D C.u; yt / D C.v; yt / and B.u; yt / D B.v; yt /
from Lemma 3.3(1), we have ytC1 2 A.u; yt / D A.v; yt /.
In either case, we have @0.u; ytC1/ D @0.v; ytC1/ D r C t C 1. Lemma 3.3(2) implies that
@0.v; yi / D @0.u; yi / D rC i for all tC1  i  rC1. Therefore we get @0.v; yrC1/ D 2rC1
and fxr ; yr g  C2rC1.v; yrC1/ which contradicts c2rC1 D 1.
(2) We prove the assertion by induction on s. The case s D r C 1 is proved in (1). Let
s  r C 2 and fvg D C.x0; u/  C.xr ; u/. Then @0.v; xr / D s C r − 1. From Lemma
3.3(1), we have v 2 C.x0; u/  C.y0; u/ [ A.y0; u/. If v 2 A.y0; u/, then the assertion
is proved imitating the proof of (1). If v 2 C.y0; u/, then @0.v; x0/ D @0.v; y0/ D s − 1.
By our inductive assumption, @0.v; xr / D s C r − 1 implies @0.v; yr / D s C r − 1. Then
@0.v; yrC1/ D s C r − 1, for otherwise @0.v; yrC1/ D s C r and fxr ; yr g  CsCr .v; yrC1/
contradicting csCr D 1. Since @0.xr ; v/ D @0.yrC1; v/ D @0.yr ; v/ D s C r − 1, we have
u 2 B.xr ; v/ D B.yrC1; v/ D B.yr ; v/ from Lemma 3.3(1). This implies @0.u; yr / D s C r .
The desired result is proved. 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Put .t; s/ D .q; r/ to Lemma 3.3(2), then condition (a) of
Proposition 3.1 holds. We prove condition (b) of Proposition 3.1 also holds. Let .; ; γ; /
be a root with  6D  and . D 0; : : : ; r ; rC1; r ; : : : ; 0 D / be a minimal circuit such
that @0.; r / D q C r . We have @0.; / 2 fq − 1; qg from  2 S.; /.
If @0.; / D q − 1, then we have @0.γ; / D q, for otherwise @0.γ; / D q − 1 and
 2 B.; /\C.γ; / contradicting Lemma 3.3(3). Then Lemma 3.3(2) implies @0.γ; r / D
q C r . Hence @0.γ; r / D q C r from Lemma 3.4(2).
If @0.; / D q, then Lemma 3.4(2) asserts @0.; r / D q C r . From Lemma 3.3(2) we
have @0.γ; r / D q C r .
Hence condition (b) of Proposition 3.1 holds. The desired result is a direct consequence of
Proposition 3.1(1) and Theorem 1.2. 2
4. APPLICATIONS
We have a lot of restrictions on parameters of a distance-regular graph 0 when .SC/t holds.
In this section we prove some of them.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let t be an integer such that 1  t < d. Suppose bt−1 > bt and .SC/t
holds. Then the following conditions hold:
(1) bt−1 − bt j bt−1,(2)
tY
iD1
.bi−1 − bt / j
tY
iD1
bi−1:
PROOF. Let 1 be a strongly closed subgraph of diameter t . We remark that
bi .1/ D k1 − ci .1/− ai .1/ D .ct C at /− ci − ai D bi − bt :
(1) Let x; y 2 0 with @0.x; y/ D t − 1. Let  be the set of strongly closed subgraphs of
diameter t containing x and y. We count the size of the set
f.z;1/ j z 2 B.x; y/;1.x; z/ D 1 2 g
in two ways. Then we have bt−1 D jjbt−1.1/ D jj.bt−1 − bt /. The assertion follows.
(2) Let x 2 0 and0 be the set of strongly closed subgraphs of diameter t containing x . We
count the size of the set
f.z;1/ j @0.x; z/ D t;1.x; z/ D 1 2 0g
in two ways. Then we have j0t .x/j D j0jj0t .x/ \1j. The assertion follows. 2
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let t be an integer such that t < d. Suppose ctC1 > 1; at > ct−1Cat−1
and .SC/t holds. Then at < atC1 and bt > btC1.
We start with some lemmas.
LEMMA 4.3. Let x; y; z 2 0 with @0.x; y/ D 1; @0.x; z/ D t C 1 and @0.y; z/ D t . If
.SS/t holds, then At .y; z/  AtC1.x; z/ and at  atC1.
PROOF. Since BtC1.x; z/  Bt .y; z/, we have At .y; z/  AtC1.x; z/ [ CtC1.x; z/. Sup-
pose there exists u 2 At .y; z/ \ CtC1.x; z/. Then @0.x; u/ D @0.y; u/ D t and z 2
B.x; u/− B.y; u/. This contradicts our assumption. The assertion follows. 2
LEMMA 4.4. Let t be an integer such that t < d. Assume ctC1 > 1; bt−1 > bt and .SC/t
holds. If there exist a vertex v and a path .w0; : : : ; wt / of length t such that @0.w0; wt / D
@0.v;wi / D t for all 0  i  t , then at < atC1.
PROOF. Since .SC/t holds, .C R/t and .SS/t hold from Proposition 2.1. Lemma 4.3 shows
at  atC1. Assume the equality holds to derive a contradiction. Note that At .y; z/ D
AtC1.x; z/ for any x; y; z 2 0 with @0.x; y/ D 1; @0.x; z/ D t C 1 and @0.y; z/ D t from
Lemma 4.3. From our assumption there exist a vertex v and a path .w0; : : : ; wt / of length
t such that @0.w0; wt / D @0.v;wi / D t for all 0  i  t . Let u 2 Bt .w0; v/ and take
v0 2 CtC1.w0; u/ − fvg. Then u 2 S.v; v0/ and @0.v;w0/ D @0.v0; w0/ D t . Since .SC/t
holds, there exist strongly closed subgraphs 1.v;w0/ and 1.v0; w0/ containing fv;w0g and
fv0; w0g, respectively. As at D atC1, we have
wiC1 2 A.v;wi / D A.u; wi / D A.v0; wi / for all 0  i  t − 1:
Hence w0; : : : ; wt 2 9.v;w0/ \ 9.v0; w0/. Corollary 2.7 shows that 1 VD 1.v;w0/ D
1.w0; wt / D 1.v0; w0/. It follows that v; v0 2 1 and u 2 S.v; v0/  1. This contradicts
@0.u; w0/ D t C 1 > d1. The lemma is proved. 2
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LEMMA 4.5. Let ; 6D 9  0 such that k9.y/ > at−1 C ct−1 for any y 2 9. Then the
following hold:
(1) 9 \ B.x; y/ 6D ; for any x; y 2 9 with @0.x; y/ < t .
(2) Let w0 2 9. Then there exists a path .w0; : : : ; wt / in 9 with @0.w0; wt / D t .
PROOF. (1) Suppose 9 \ B.x; y/ D ; for some x; y 2 9 with j VD @0.x; y/  t − 1.
Then
k9.y/  jC.x; y/ [ A.x; y/j D c j C a j  ct−1 C at−1:
This is a contradiction.
(2) This follows from (1). 2
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2. We remark that bt−1 > bt C ct > bt from the assumption
of the proposition. Let v;w 2 0 with @0.v;w/ D t and 9 VD 9.v;w/. Then 9 is a regular
graph of valency k9 D at > ct−1 C at−1. Hence there exists a path .w D w0; w1; : : : ; wt /
in 9 such that @0.w0; wt / D @0.v;wi / D t for all 0  i  t from Lemma 4.5(2). The first
assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4. The second assertion follows from the first.
2
REMARKS. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph of valency k, r D r.0/ VD maxfi j.ci ; ai ; bi /
D .1; a1; b1/g  2 and 1 VD maxfi jci D 1g.
(1) Assume c2rC1 D 1. Then 0 contains the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry of
diameter r C 1  3 with valency arC1 C 1. This was first proved in [7]. A shorter and easier
proof is given in [10]. Since the collinearity graph of a Moore geometry which has diameter
greater than 2 is a .2r C 3/-gon [4, Theorem 6.8.1], we obtain 1  2r except for the case
arC1 D 1.
(2) Let arC1 D 1 and s VD jfi j.ci ; ai ; bi / D .1; 1; k − 2/gj. It has been proved s  2 if
crCsC1 D 1. Moreover if s D 2, then r  0 .mod 3/. (See [3, 6].)
Assume c2rCsC1 D 1. Then Theorem 1.3 shows that 0 has a strongly closed subgraph
1 D 1.u; v/ of diameter d1 D r C s C 1. The graph 1 is a distance-regular graph with the
intersection array
.1/ D
8<:  1    1 1 1 10 0    0 1 1 a
a C 1 a    a a − 1 a − 1 
9=;| {z }
r
| {z }
s
where a VD arCsC1.0/.
Hence the solution of our conjecture is reduced to the existence of such a distance-regular
graph with s 2 f1; 2g. The case s D 1 was settled by Y-L. Chen and the author using the
eigenvalue technique [5]. So our remaining case is s D 2; r  0 .mod 3/.
If this remaining case is also settled, then we have c2rC3 6D 1 for a distance-regular graph
with r  2 from Theorem 1.3. This would gives us an affirmative answer to our conjecture.
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